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On the basis of microscopical examinations and resistivity and Seebeck' s 
coefficient measurements, a model of the development of structure (morphology) 
of thick-film resistors (TFR) during their firing has been suggested. The model 
differs from those published so far particularly in that formation of a narrow 
band of localised impurity states, resulting from diffusion of Ru from the 
conductive grains, is considered instead of sintering of conductive grains in 
the last stage of structural development. 

INTRODUCTION 

Perfect knowledge of the effect of technological conditions on the properties of 
fired films is one of the prerequisites for continuing application of thick-film resistors 
(TFR) in hybrid integrated circuits (HIC) in view of the increasing demands on their 
parameters. The firing of the films is one of the decisive technological operations. 
The present study is the first of a series of several papers in which the authors strive 
to formulate a complex conception of the effect of firing parameters, particularly 
its peak temperature, on the properties of thick-film resistors. The additional papers 
will deal with the effect of firing temperature on the critical coefficients of the percola
tion theory, the effect of repeated firing on the properties of model resistor films 
and finaly with the relationships between the parameters of the glass frit employed 
and the behaviour of films in the course of firing. 
f, Similarly to other types of thick layers, thick-film resistors are created by screen 
printing on insulating, particularly alumina substrates and subsequent firing in 
a tunnel kiln. After firing, the TFR represents an inequilibrial heterogeneous system 
based on two essential inorganic components, namely the conductive pigment and 
the glass. The initial pastes for screen printing also contain an organic vehicle. The 
conductive component mostly consists of oxidic compounds of ruthenium, namely 
Ru02 , or oxide compounds with cubic pyrochlor structure, particularly Bi2Ru20 7 

or Pb2Ru20 6 • The glass introduced into the paste in the form of a finely ground frit 
belongs typically to the system of high-lead silicate or borosilicate glasses. The 
inorganic component of commercial pastes used in the manufacture of HIO or 
potentiometers further contains modifiers, i.e. oxides of metals which adjust the 
course of the temperature dependence of sheet resistivity, or improve its long-term 
stability. 

The sheet resistivity of typical TFR depends on volume concentration of the 
conductive component and varies over the range of 10 to 107 Ohm 0-1, which at 
a film thickness of 15 µm corresponds to resistivities over the interval of 1.5 X 10-4 to 
1.5 X 102 Ohm . m. 
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The properties of TFR are closely associated with their structure (morphology), 
i.e. with the arrangement of conductive and insulating (glass) grains in the film, or 
conductive grains in the continuous glassy matrix. The literature describes essentially 
two different types of TFR morphology. The first type described in [l, 2] was found 
in films based on Ru02 and is characteristic of segregation of conductive pigment 
particles at the grain boundaries of the substantially larger sintered glass particles. 
This type of arrangement of conductive particles is called segregated structure. 
Approximately homogeneous distribution of conductive particles in the glass matrix 
was observed in [3] with TFR based on ruthenates with a pyrochlor structure. This 
type of arrangement is called quasihomogeneous structure. In this type of morpho
logy, the distribution of conductive particles throughout the glassy matrix is often 
approximated by sc lattice arrangement with the latice parameter according to the 
equation [ 4]: 

( -,,: )1/3 
8 = 6v . d, (1) 

where v is the concentration of the conductive component by volume· and d is the 
mean diameter of its grain. In addition to this, the two basic types of TFR structure 
can be combined with another type of segregation resulting from sedimentation of 
conductive grains towards the substrate [5]. The chemical reactions between the 
conductive component and glass, taking place during the firing, are discussed in [6]. 
According to this study, with the use of high-lead glasses and the Bi2Ru,07 conductive 
pigment, the firing reaction produces the mixed ruthenate Bi2-xPbxRu201-x;2, and 
decomposition of Bi2Ru20 7 yields Ru02 , while the bismuth oxide enters the glass. 
In the case of systems based on Ru02 it is assumed that firing brings about formation 
of Pb2Ru20 6 particularly at the surface of conductive grains. 

The development of structure during firing and the mechanisms involved are 
described in [7-9, 15]. The structure is assumed to develop in the following stages [9]: 

1. Sintering of glass and wetting of conductive particles. 
2. Rearrangement of conductive particles and formation of the conductive lattice. 
3. Sintering of conductive particles in the presence of glass. 
4. Growth of the larger conductive particles at the expense of the smaller ones 

(Ostwald ripening). 

However, the sintering of conductive particles was not proved directly [7-9), 
being only indicated by the growth of conductive grains observed at high temperatures 
and after relatively long periods of time. The effect of the firing process on the proper
ties ofTFR was the subject of several additional studies [10-12]; however, a complex 
conception of the structure of TFR and their properties has still been lacking. More
over, some conceptions of the structural development, e.g. those suggested in [7-9], 
and in particular the process of sintering of conductive grains, are in disagreement 
with the results of other measurements [13]. A new conception of the development 
of structure in the course of firing will therefore be suggested in the present and 
subsequent articles. 

MATERIALS 

To siJ,Uplify the subject matter, use was made of specimens prepared from model 
resistor pastes containing only the glass frit and the conductive pigment in its 
inorganic component. The model films containing either Bi2Ru20 7 with a surface 
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area (measured by the Brunauer-Emmet-Teller method, BET) of 5 m2 g-1 , 

or Ru02 with a BET surface area of 8.9 m2 g-1, were studied. Similarly, only one 
of the two glasses (A, B), whose composition and surface area are listed in Table I, 

Table I 

Chemical composition and BET specific area of the powdered glasses 

Glass Composition (wt. %) 
I 

Specific area 
designation 

PbO 
I 

Si02 
I 

B203 
I 

AhOJ 
(m2/g) 

A 

I 

66 

I 

32.5 -

i 

1.5 

I 

1.05 

B 69 22 7.5 1.5 2.10 
I 

were used in the experimental films. After grinding, a part of glass A was air classified 
in the Multiplex-Zickzacksichter 100 MR instrument made by Alpine Ausberg Co. 
The particle sizes of 3,5 and 10 µm were chosen as sorting limits. The classification 
produced 4 grain size fractions with BET surface areas of 2.24, 1.17, 0. 78 and 
0.51 m2 g-1 respectively. The value of specific area in brackets is given behind the 
letter A in the designation of the respective classified frit. The lacquer vehicle em
ployed was based on ethylcellulose and terpineol. The type SA 305 08 substrates 
from TESLA Hradec Kralove Concern Corporation contained 96 % Ab03 • The 
specimens of films for resistivity and Seebeck's coefficient measurements were of 
rectangular shape 12 X 2 mm2 in size and 15 to 30 µm in thickness according to 
the maximum temperature of the firing cycle. The firing of the films was carried out 
in a tunnel kiln with a soaking time of 9 minutes at the maximum temperature. The 
maximum firing temperatures were chosen from the range of 450 to 900 °C. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

The structure (morphology) of the films was studied by optical microscopy in 
reflected light and by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Polished surfaces of the 
films were examined, in the case of SEM, after selective etching according to [16] 
to achieve suitable contrast between the conductive component and the glassy matrix. 
The dependence of porosity on firing temperature was evaluated quantitatively by 
the automatic image analyzer IBAS-SEM-IPS made by Opton Corporation, in 
combination with an optical microscope. 

The DC resistivity was measured with the Metra MIT 291 multimeter at room 
temperature. The thermoelectric voltage as well as the voltage of Pt-PtRhlO 
thermocouples for the determination of the temperature difference were measured 
with the same multimeter with an accuracy better than 1 µ V. A correction for 
thermoelectric voltage of the Pt leads was carried out in the calculation of Seebeck's 
coefficient IXabs. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

In the present part, the results will be given of studying the morphology by optical 
and scanning electron microscopy, examination of the microstructure of crystalline 
components by X-ray diffraction and by area resistivity measurements at room 
temperature on specimens fired at various peak temperatures fv from the interval 
of 450 to 900 °C. 

Morphology of the films 

The development of the morphology of films in the course· of firing can be seen 
in Figs. 1 and 2 which are optical micrographs (magn. 500 X) of films (glass + 
conductive component with volume concentration v): glass A + BizRu207 (v = 
= 0.1470) and glass B + Ru02 (v = 0.1480). On the micrographs the conductive 
component is white, glass is grey and the pores are black. Fig. 3 shows the effect 
of frit grain size on the structure of films based on BizRu207 (v = 0.1802) fired at 
peak temperatures of 600 and 850 °C respectively. All the four sorted fractions of 
glass frit A, dealt with in the paragraph on experimental materials, were used in the 
preparation of pastes for printing these films. A more detailed view of the TFR 
structure, particularly of the mutual movement (redistribution) of conductive grains 
in the course of firing is demonstrated by scanning electron micrographs (magn. 
2500x) of the B + Ru02 films (v = 0.1481) fired at several peak temperatures 
(Fig. 4). 

The structure of "crystalline components 

X-ray diffraction on the fired films proved the formation of admixtion bismuth-lead 
ruthenates (6] in films based on the BizRu207 conductive component, with both 
types of glass, A and B. After firing, the combination of Bi2Ru201 with glass A 
showed a small amount of Ru02 which, however, was not found in the combination 
with glass B. The amount of Pb entering the lattice of BizRu206 increases with 
firing temperature, as indicated by the dependence of the lattice parameter on firing 
temperature tv in Fig. 5. The value of the lattice parameter of BizRu201 is given 

a(nm)~-----~------~---~ 
1,0291 

1,0287 

10283~-----~------~--__.,......, 
600 700 800 tv<oc) 

Fig. 5. Dependence of the lattice parameter of the pyrochloric structure of the conductive comptmenl 
in the BiiRu20 7 films with glass A on firing temperature, 
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Fig. 6. Depende,nce of area resistivity on firing temperature of films a - Bi2Ru2O1 with glass B 
(v = 15.69 vol. %), b - RuO2 with glass A (v = 13.68 vol. %), c - RuO2 with glass B 
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Fig. 7. Area resistivity VB. firing temperature of Bi2Ru2O1 films with sorted glass A particle size 
fractions; a - A(2.24), b - A(l.17), c - A(0.51). 
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as a= 1.0288 ± 0.00095 nm [15], and 1.0299 nm [14], and measurements on 8 dif
ferent samples of the powdered compound Bi2Ru20 7 , carried out at our Institute, 
yielded the value a= 1.0290 ± 0.0002 nm [17]. For Pb2Ru20 6 , the same authors 
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• 1 L._ __ __L __ ~..,,,~~___L ___ _j_ __ ____L _ __J 
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Fig. 8. The effect of concentration of the Bi2Ru20 7 conductive component on the course of dependence 
of area resistivity on firing temperature of films containing glaas A(0.51). 

found a = 1.0254 nm [17], and a = 1.0253 ± 0.0002 nm [18]. Ruthenium oxide 
oniy was found in Ru02 - based films, and no formation of Pb2Ru20 6 was observed 
contrary to the results of [6]. 

Area resistivity 

The dependence of area resistivity on peak temperature was studied for two main 
reasons. In the first place because it is the basic parameter of TFR and in the second 
the course of the R(tv) relationship was shown to supplement very suitably the 
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structural examination described above. The results of measuring the courses of 
R(tv) for three different systems of model TFR are plotted in Fig. 6. The shape of the 
dependence is essentially determined by processes taking place in the formation of the 
film structure, and the positions of the individual peaks on the ordinate of firing 
temperatures are closely associated with the properties of the glass. The actual 
shape of the dependence R(tv) is also affected by additional parameters, above all 
by the grain size of both components and the concentration of the conductive pig
ment. Fig. 7 demonstrates the influence of the glass frit grain size and Fig. 8 that of 
the concentration of the conductive components over the wide interval from 8.25 to 
67.2 vol.% of BizRu2O7 with glass A (0.51). Both parameters, as indicated by the 
diagrams, affect particularly the values of area resistivity at both extremes (minimum 
and maximum) and at the same time also influence the position of extremes along 
the firing temperature ordinate. 

DISCUSSION 

The mechanisms taking part in the development of the TFR structure considered 
on the basis of microscopic examinations and electrical measurements do not essen
tially differ from the concepts published earlier [7-9, 15] as regards the initial stages 
of firing. However, the present authors have a quite different idea of the final stage 
during which the structure of the resistor film is formed and which decisively 
influences the mechanism of charge transport in TFR. In the simplest way, this idea 
of the development of TFR structure can be described by the following steps: 

a) sintering of glass, 
b) wetting of the conductive particles with glass and their rearrangement under 

the effect of capillary forces, 
c) diffusion of Ru from conductive particles into glass. 
In Fig. 9 the individual mechanisms acting during the formation of the film 

structure are schematically adjoined to the individual sections of the dependence 
of area resistivity on firing temperature. A similar course is exhibited by the rela-

Lo9R0 

__,_ iv 

Fig. 9. Schematic attribution of the mechanurrns controlling the structural development of TFB to 
aectwna on the curve describing the dependence of area resistivuy on firing temperature. 
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tionship between the resistivity measured in the course of firing during the passage 
of the specimen through the kiln [15). The division into the individual sections in 
Fig. 9 is only approximate, as the neighbouring mechanisms very likely overlap. 

The development of structure in the course of firing begins by the burning out of 
the organic vehicle, which takes place virtually completely at temperatures of up to 
450 °0. The course of the next two stages of structural development depends above 
all on the properties of the glass employed (viscosity, surface tension), grain sizes of the 
two components and to a lesser degree on the concentration of the conductive 
pigment. 

a) Sintering of glass 

The sintering of glass frit is effected by Newtonian viscous flow as shown e.g. in 
[7-9). In the initial stages, the rate of sintering expressed as a time change in 
shrinkage, is given by equation [20): 

~ (fl.L)-~ }'sv D-1 (2) 
dt L0 -4 'f/ ' 

where fl.L/L0 is the relative change in the distance between the centres of neighbouring 
particles, }'&vis the solid-vapour interfacial energy, 'YJ is viscosity and D, is the mean 
diameter of the glassy particles. The films show shrinkage virtually in the direction 
of thickness, as the other two dimensions have been fixed by adhesion to the sub
strate since the initial stages of firing. The course of shrinkage is indicated by the 
initial part of the dependence of film thickness on firing temperature in Fig. 10. 
Comparison with the course of relationship between area resistivity and firing 
temperature (Fig. 9) shows a connection between the glass frit sintering and decreas
ing resistivity in region A. The sintering of glass is likewise well discernible on the 
micrographs. The process of sintering is virtually restricted to this region A. The 
sintering of glass and film shrinkage result in a compression of the conductive pigment 
grains and thus in reduced contact resistivity between them, in an increase in the 
density of conductive particles in the regions between the glass grains and thus in 
an increase in the electrical conductivity of the film. The granulometric composition 
of the glass grains remains virtually unchanged in this region and the conductive 
pigment is distributed among them or over their surface. In materials with mean 
glass particle size substantially larger then the mean size of conductive grains this 
stage of firing leads to a typical segregated structure, as defined in the introduction 
(Fig. 3). The resistivity value at the minimum of the area resistivity vs. firing 
temperature curve depends on the volume concentration of the conductive component 
as well as on the ratio of mean dimensions of the glass grains and the conductive 
ones. The larger the ratio, the smaller the resistivity of the film with a segregated 
structure [19), as also demonstrated by Fig. 7. According to equation (2), the grain 
size of the glass grains likewise affects the rate of sintering. This is why the position 
of area resistivity minimum shifts towards the higher firing temperatmes with incre
asing mean glass grain diameter (with decreasing BET of the specific area). According 
to the present concept of the consequences of glass sintering, the conductance of 
electric current through a specimen is provided by direct contacts between the con
ductive grains. This is also in agreement with the sign of Seebeck's coefficient of 
films prepared at firing temperatures corresponding to the resistivity minimum, 
which is identical with the sign given for BiiRu20 7 (Fig. 12). In studies [14, 21), 
the See beck's coefficient value of Bi2Ru20 7 is given as a: = -7 µ VK-1• 
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b) Wetting of conductive particles and their rearrangement 

The viscosity of the glass melt decreases with increasing temperature to such a degree 
that in the relatively short time of firing the surface of conductive grains is wetted 
and moreover, the capillary forces drive the glass melt between the conductive grains, 
thus changing their arrangement in the film [22]. The height h to which the liquid 
phase penetrates between the solid particles is given for the time-independent contact 
angle 0 by equation (3) according to [23]: 

h2 = ryLv cos 0.t 
2r; 

where r is the capillary radius, 
YLV is the solid-liquid interfacial energy. 

(3) 

The mechanism of wetting the surface of conductive particles with glass melt and 
the effects of capillary forces are responsible for the transition from the segregated 
structure to a quasihomogeneous one. On the micrographs, this development shows 
best on specimens with larger glass grains in the paste (Figs. 1 through 4). In agrement 
with equation (3) a better homogeneity of conductive particle distribution is achieved 
by firing at the same temperature with films of lower viscosity. According to their 
definitions, the segregated and quasihomogeneous structures are limit cases of the 
TFR structure. However, morphology of a number of fired films represents a transi
tion between these limit cases and is characteristic particularly of glass regions free 
of conductive pigment and resulting from the larger glass grains in the paste. This 
type of structure will be called intermediate structure. With many films, this inter
mediate structure persists up to relatively high firing temperatures (Figs. 1 and 3), 
in dependence on the glass frit grain size distribution and the parameters of the 
glass. Deviations from an ideal distribution of conductive particles in the glassy 
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Fig. 10. Relative film th-icknesses and volume percent of pores vs. the firing temperature of films; 
a - Bi2Ru20 7 with glass A, b - glass A free from the conductive component. 
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matrix of the film forming the intermediate structure affect the concentration de
pendence of resistivity, particularly the value of critical concentration, the percolation 
limit [25]. 

10 
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500 600 700 tv(oc) 800 

Fig. 11. Viscosity of glasses A and B vs. temperature [27]. 

The percolation limit is that concentration of conductive paticles at which the 
opposite sides of the specimen become conductively connected. 

The stage of structural development discussed in this paragraph is often ac
companied by liberation of gases from the melt and formation of bubbles, as seen 
in the diagram in Fig. 10 and the micrographs in Figs. I and 2. The liberation of 
gases, the ascent of bubbles towards the layer surface and their growth due to joining 
of smaller pores and an increases in gas pressure inside the bubble, all take place 
with decreasing glass viscosity at rising temperature of firing. The growth of bubbles 
results in an increase in the film volume, which means an increases in thickness, 
as demonstrated by Fig. 10. The similarity of the courses of the pore content (Fig. 10) 
and area resistivity (Figs. 6 through 8) on firing temperature is due to the fact that 
the formation and growth of pores depends above all on the viscosity of the glass 
just as on the wetting of the surface of conductive particles. The presence of pores in 
the film cannot cause the resistivity to increase by several orders as a result of change 
in the geometrical factor in the expression for resistivity. For the sake of illustration, 
Fig. 13 shows an example of pore distribution. The individual micrograpths taken 
at one and the same point of the specimen were obtained during gradual dimini
shing of the film thickness by grinding. 
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c) Diffusion of Ru from conductive particles into glass 

In contrast to studies [7 through 9, 15, 23] the present authors do not consider 
sintering of conductive particles as a necessary prerequisite for the conductivity of 
TFR with a quasihomogeneous or intermediate structure, for the following reasons: 

1. In the studies quoted, no evidence was presented for the sintering of conduc
tive particles during the firing of TFR; conversely, in [9] it is concluded that no 
direct evidence by microscopic methods is possible owing to the small dimensions of 
the conductive particles. 

2. The low critical concentrations of the conductive phase (low values of the 
conduction threshold), found with TFRs of quasihomogeneous or intermediate 
structures [25] would require arrangement of the conductive particles in chains, and 
this is in disagreement with the effects of the mechanism discussed in article b). 

'abs. 
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Fig. 12. Absolute Seebeck's coefficient vs. firing temperature of Bi2Ru20 7 films with glasses A and B. 

3. The change in the sign of Seebeck's coefficient (Fig. 12) indicates to a change 
in the decisive conductivity mechanism. 

4. The results of measurements of the frequency dependence of complex conduc
tivity components agree very well with the theory based on the assumption of trans
port within the narow band of localized states near the Fermi level [13]. 

In the suggested model of the development of TFR structure the basic idea is 
therefore that at higher firing temperatures there is a non-negligible diffusion of 
Ru from the surface of conductive grains into the glassy matrix, and thus localized 
impurity states are formed in the disarranged structure of glass, which allows transport 
of electrons by phonon-assisted tunnelling [13]. Ru02 is not a glass-forming oxide, 
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and dissolves therefore very little in glasses [9, 26]. The creation of concentration 
of localized states satisfactory for transport of electrons by the mechanism mentioned 
results from the small distances between the conductive grains. 

CONCLUSION 

As follows from the account given above, the development of the structure of TFR 
in the course of film firing can be described to take place in the following three 
step3: 

1. The sintering of glass. 
2. The wetting of conductive particles with glass melt and their spreading by 

capillary forces. 
3. Diffusion of Ru into glass and formation of a narrow band of localized im

purity states. 
The mechanisms given in points 1 and 2 agree essentially with the literature 

[7-9], but the present model shows a basic difference from the results of the quoted 
studies at point 3, describing the last stage of structural formation in most TFR 
films: according to the suggested conception, formation of a band of localized levels 
by diffusion of Ru into glass, instead of the earlier assumed sintering of conductive 
particles into chains. Our model is supported by the results of measuring Seebeck's 
coefficient and the frequency dependences of impedance components [13]. 

The authors wish to express their thanks to Concern Corporation TESLA Lanskroun and 
particularly to ing. J. Bursa for his support of, and interest in the studies in question. The authors 
are also indebted to B. Diskocilova, B. Stara for technical assistance and to V. Stefek for his 
scanning electron micrographs. 
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VLIV TEPLOTY VYPALU NA VLASTNOSTI MODELOVYCH 

TLUSTOVRSTVYCH REZISTORU 

I. Morfologie e. mikrostruktura vrstev 

Alois Kubovy, Ivo Havlas 

Vyzkumny ustav elektrotechnicke keramiky, 500 64 Hradec Kralore 

Cilem prace bylo vypracovani rnodelu vyvoje struktury modelovych tlustovrstvych rezistoru 
behern jejich vypalu. Pouzite rnodelove pasty, na rozdfl od komercnfch, neobsahovaly ve sve 
anorganicke slozce krome vodiveho pigmentu a mlete sklenene frity zadne modifikujfci oxidy ani 
dalsi dopanty. Vliv teploty vypalu v tunelove peci by! sledovan v intervalu vrcholovych teplot 
od 450 do 900 °C s vydrzi 9 min. na maximalnf teplote. Byly studovany p!M!ty s kombinacemi 
vodive slozky Bi2Ru2O7 nebo RuO2 se sklem A nebo B, jejichz slozeni a BET merny povrch uvadi 
tab. I. Cast vysledku byle. ziskana studiem vrstev pfipravenych se skelnou fritou slozeni A, ktera 
byla po rnleti tridena na 4 granulometricke frakce. 

Navrh modelu je podlozen mikroskopickymi vysettenimi optickym i elektronovym rastro
vaC'im mikroskopem a metenfm plosnych resistivit a Seebeckova koeficientu. Z vysledku experi
mentu vyplynulo, ze vyvoj struktury lze rozdlllit do tti kroku: 

1. sintrovani skla; 
2. smaceni vodivyC'h castic sklovinou a jejich rozdrufovani kapile.rnirni silami; 
3. difuze Ru do skla a vznik uzkeho pasu loke.lizovatelnych ptimilsovych ste.vu. 
Uvedene vysledky se od dtive publikovanych pracf (7 az 9, 15, 24] zasadne lisi v bode 3 tim, 

ze se ptedpoklada rnisto dfive uvadeneho sintrovanf vodivych castic vznik pe.su ptimesovych 
hladin. NM model je podpoten zejmena vysledky metenf Seebeckova koeficicntu a dtive publiko
vanych kmitoetovych zavislostf slozek impendance [13]. 

Obr. 1. Odle§tene povrchy i·rstev Bi2Ru20 7 se sklem A palenych pfi ruznych i·rcholo1·ych teplotach, 
v = 14,70 obj. %; a - 600 °0, b - 700 °G, c - 900 °C. 

Obr. 2. Odle§tene povrchy vrstev RuO2 se sklem B palenych pfi ritznych vrcholovych teplotach, 
v = 14,80 obj. %; a - 500 °0, b - 600 °0, c - 800 °C. 

Obr. 3. Vliv velikosti zrna sklenenefruy A (ritznym mernym povrchem) na morfologii vrstev s vodirou 
slozkou Bi2Ru20 7 , r = 18,02 obj. %, tv = 600 °0; a - 2,24 m2/g, b - 0,78 m 2/g, 
C - 0,51 m2/g, 
lv = 850 °C: d - 2,24 m 2/g, e - 0,78 m 2/g,f - 0,51 m 2Jg. 

Obr. 4. Mikrosnfmky z rastroi•aciho elektronoveho mikroskopu vrstev RuO2 se sklem B palenych p!fi 
ritznych vrcholovych teplotach; v = 14,81 obj. %; a - 550 °0, b - 600 °C, c - 700 °0. 

Obr. 5. Zarislost mfizkoveho parametru pyrochlorove struktury vodive slozky vrstev Bi2Ru20 7 

se sklem A na teplotl vypalu. 
Obr. 6. Zavislosti plosne resistivuy na teplotl t•ypalu vrstev a - Bi2Ru20 7 se sklem B (v - 1,5,69 

obj. %), b - RuO2 se sklem A (v = 13,68 obj. %), c - RuO2 se sklem B 
(i• = 14.81 obj. %), 

Obr. 7. Zavislosti plosni resistivuy na teplotl vypalu vrstev Bi2Ru20 7 s tfidlnymi frakcemi skla A; 
a - A(2,24), b - A(l,17), c - A(0,51). 

Obr. 8. Vlit• koncentrace vodive slozky Bi2Ru20 7 na prublh zavislosti plolne resistivity na teplotl 
i,ypalu vrstev se sklem A(0,51). 

Obr. 9. SchemaJ,icke p!fi!fazeni mechanismit fidicich •·yvoj struktury TFR usekti.m na kfivce zavislosti 
plosne resistivity na teplotl vypalu. 

Obr. 10. RelaJ,imi tloustky vrstez• a objemove procento p6rit proti teplote vypalu vrstev; a - Bi2Ru20 7 

se sklem A, b - sklo A bez rodive slozky. 
Obr. 11. Zavislosti viskozity skel A a B na teplotl [27]. 
Obr. 12. Zavislost absolutniho Seebeckova koef. na teplotl vypalu vrstev Bi,Ru20 7 se skly .A a B. 
Obr. 13. Mikroskopicke snimky vrstvy Bi2Ru2O7 se sklem A (0,51), tv = 700 °C, v = 18,02 obj. % 

postupne odbrusovane z pitvodni tloustky 46,7 µm - na tl. 35 µm - b, 11,7 µm - c 
a 6,8 µm - d. 
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A. Kubovy, I. Havlas: 

BJllIHHIIE TEMTIEPATYPbl OBiRJHA HA CBOfICTRA 
MO,I.J,E:IbHblX TOJICTOIIJIEHOL{HblX PE3IICTOPOR 

I. Mop<f>o.-ronrn II MHKpocTpyKTypa cJioeB 

A."IOl!C Hy6oBI,I, lIBO raaJlac 

Hay1tHo-ucc.ril'iioeamr.ribcr.:u11 aHCmumym a.rier.:mpomexH111tec,;oi1 r.:epa.11111.u 
500 64 l'paoeu, Kpa.rioee 

U:eJihJO npe;.1,JraraeMoii: pa6oTh! HBJIHeTcJI pa3pa6onm pa3BHTHH CTPYKTYPhl MOJ:{eJihHhIX 

TOJ.lCTOIIJieHO'IHJ,IX pe3HCT0p0B B TetJeIDie .IIX o6amra. IlpHM0HJI0MbI0 MOL{0JlbHhl0 naCTbl, 

B OTJU!'l.110 OT nacT, HaXO,[IJIIIJ.lll!CJI B npo,a;ame, He co,a;epmaT B CB00M HeorpaH.ll'l0CKOM KOM

IIOHeHTe, KpoMe npOBO,[IJIIIJero II.llrM0HTa H MOJIOTOH CT0KJIJIHHOH q,p.11TThl, HHKaK.110 MOAH

<Jrnnnpy!OIIJH0 OKC.11,[ILI H H.IIKaK.110 ,D;aJILHeiim.11e )l06aBK.II. BJIHJIH.110 TeMrrepaTyphl o6mnra 
B TYHHe.JibHOH II0'IH .IICCJI0,ll;OBaJIH B HHTepBaJie II.IIKOBhIX TeMnepaTyp B rrpe):{eJJaX OT 450 
,10 900 °C C Bhl,ll;0plRKOH 9 M.IIH. Ha MaKCHMaJII,HOH TeMIIepaType. 11.ccJiep;oBaJIH rraCThl C KOM

OHHanJIHMH rrpoBOAHIIJero KOMIIOH0HTa Bi,Ru20, HJIH Ru02 co cTeKJIOM A HJIH B, cocTaB 

II BET y;reJibHaJI IlOBepXHOCTL, KOTOphIX npHBO,[\HTCJI B Ta6JI. I. qaCTI, pe3yJILTaTOB IIOJIY

'Ia;IJI, HCCJie;.(yJI CJIOH, rrp:urOTOBJI0HHhl0 C IlOMOIIJI,10 CT0KJIJIHHOH cppHTTbI COCTaBOM A, KO

Topy10 IIOCJie IIOMOJ.Ja pa3)J;0J.JHJI.II B 'l0TLipe rpaHyJ.JOMeTpH'I0CKH0 q,pami;.11.11. 
II pe1-v1omeHne MOA0JIH OCHOBh!BaeTCJI Ha MHKpOCOKIIH'leCKOM .IICCJie,a;osaHHH, npOBO):\llMOM 

C IlOMOIIJI,10 0IlTll'l0CKOro H 3JJ0KTpOHHOrO CKaHnpy10IIJero MHKpOCKOna II Ha H3Mepemm 

IIOBepxHOCTHOrO y,a;eJ.JbHOro conpoTHBJ.l0HHJI H Koaq,q,.11nHeHTa Cee6eK3. lfa pe3yJILTaTOB 

SKCnepnMeHTOB CJ.JeAyeT, 'ITO pa3BHTHe npyKTyp1,1 MO)l{HO 110ApH3iJ.C'.7IITh B TPII :)Tana: 

1. eneKaHne CT0KJia, 
2. CMa'll!BaHHe rrpoBO,-\JIIlllIX '.laCTllll ('T0KJIOMaccoii H IIX pa3/],eJieHIIe Kantt.:u,pHh!MJI l'II.:IaMII, 

3. ;i.nq,q,ys1rn Ru B CTeK.:IO II oGpa30BaHne )'3KOH TIOJIO('I,[ :10m1.:rn3oBaHHh!X rrp11MCl'HhlX ('0-

CTOJIHHH. 
IlpnBOJJ;.IIMLie pesy.:rbTaTbl rrpHHil;lIIlllaJibHO OT.:IH'lalOTCJI B 3 nyHKTe OT 1-J;O ('IIX rrop orry6:rn
KOBaHHbIX pa6oT [7-9, 15, 24] B TOM l'MhICJie, 'ITO BM0CTO paHee npHBO/-lIIMOro cneKaHHH 

rrpoBOAHIIJHX '.lacTnn Y'IIITLIBaeTCJI o6pa30BaHne IIOJIOCLI rrpHM0CHblX ypoBHeii:. 11 pe.ri;rro

JiaraeMaJI HaMH MO;:\eJIL AOKa3b!BH0TCJI HM0HHO pe3yJibTaTaMH H3MepeHHH KOoq,q,nnneHTa 
Cee6eKa H paHee orry6JIHHOBaHHhIMll 'lal'.TOTHhIMH 3aBHCHMOCTHMll KOMI!OH0HTOB llMIIei-J;aHca 
[ 13]. 

Puc. 1. Omno.riupoeaHHbie noeepxHocmu c.rioee Bi,Ru20, co cme,;,.rio.tt A, 06:»Cueae.ttblX npu 
pa8Hb!X nur.:oBblX me.ttnepamypax, v = 14,70 % no o6'be.tty_: a - 600 °C, b - 700 °C, 
C - 900 °C. 

Puc. 2. Omno.riupoeaHHbie noeepxHocmu c.rioee Ru02 co cme1..rio.tt B, 06:HCueae.ttblX npu paa
Hbix nur.:ol/b!X me.ttnepamypax, 1· = 14,80 % no o6'be.tty; a - 500 °C, b - 600 °C, 
C - 800 °C. 

Puc. 3. B.riun,11,ue paa.ttepa aepHa crne1,.11n,11,11,oi1 c_ppummbi A (c paa11,ou yoe,ibHoii noeepxHocmb10) 
11,a .ttopc_po,ioeu10 c.rioec c npoeoon,Ufu,11, 1.0.ttnoHeHmo.tt Bi2Ru201, v = 18,02 % no 
06'be.tty, tv = 600 °C; a - 2,24 .tt2 /e, b - 0,78 .tt2 /e, C - 0,51 .tt2/e. 

Puc. 4. llfur.:poc'be.11,1,u ua c1,a11,upy10Ufeeo a.rie,;,mpoHHoeo MUr.:poc1.011a c.11oee Ru02 co cme,;
.110.M B, 06:»Cueae.ttb!X npu paaHb!X nu1,oebix me.ttnepamypax, v = 14,81 % no o6'beMy: 
a - 550 °C, b - 600 °C, C - 700 °C. 

Puc. 5. 3aeucu.ttocmb pewemo1tHoeo napa.ttempa nupox.riop11,oi'i cmpy1.mypbi 11poeoifa1lfeco 
1,0.ttnoHeHma c.rioee BizRu201 co cme1,.rio.1t A orn me.ttnepamypbi 06:»Cuza. 

Puc. 6. 3aeucu.ttocm1, noeepx11,ocmHoeo yoe.ribHoeo cunpomue.rienun, om me.ttnepamypbt 06-
:»Cuea c.11oee a - Bi2Ru20, co cme1..rio.tt B (v - 15,69 % no o6'oe.tty), b - Ru02 co 
cme,;,.110,11, A (v = 13,68 % no o6'be.tty), c - Ru02 co cme,;,.rio.tt B (v -- 14,81 % no 
o6'be.tty). 

Puc. 7. 3aeucu.ttocmb noeepxHocm11,oioyoe.11bHOeo conpomue.ie11,un, om me.ttnepamypbi 06:»Cuea 
c.rioee Bi2Ru20, c paaoeMHHblMU c_ppa1.l.fun,,,1-tu cme,;,,ia A; a - A(2,24), b - A(l,17), 
c -A(0,51). 

Puc. 8. B.riun,11,ue ,r,oHl.feHmpal.fuu npOBoon,Ufeeo 1.0.ttnoHeHma Bi2Ru201 11,a xoo aaeucu,11,ocmu 
noeepx1wcmHoeo yoe.ribHoeo conpomue.rie11,u,q, om meMnepamypbl 06:»Cuea c.wee er, 
cme1,.11n.tt A (0,51). 
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Puc. 9. Cxe.Mamu1tec1.an, 1.oopou1wtfun, .Mexa11,ua.Moe, ynpae.11,n,IOUfUX paaeumue.M cmpy1.mypb1 
TFP omHocume.11,bHO ompeah·oe Ha 1.pueoii aaeucu.Mocmu noeepxHocmHoeo yiJe.11,bHOeo 
conpomue.11,e11,un, am me.Mnepamypbi 06:HCuea. 

Puc. 10. Om11,ocume.11,bHbie mom,lfUHb! c.ioee u npo[feHm nap no 06'be.-.1,y omHocume.11,bno me.Mne
pamypb! 06J1Cuea c.11,oee; a - Bi2Ru201 co cme1..11,o.w A, b - cme1..11,o A 6ea npoeoOn,UfN!O 
K0.Mll0HeHma. 

Puc. 11. 3aeucU.Mocmb en,a1.ocmu cmei.0.11, A u B am me.Mnepamypbz [27]. 
Puc. 12. 3aeucu.Mocmb a6co.11,10m1toeo 1.oarj3rj3u4ue11,ma Cee6e1.a am me.Mneparnypbt 06J1Cuea 

c.11,oee B2 Ru201 co cme1..11,a.Mu A u B. 
Puc. 13. M u1.poc1.onu1tec1.ue c'be.wi.u c.11,0.'l Bi2 Ru2 O7 co cme1..11,o,M A(0.51), tv = 700 °C, 

v = 18,02 % no o6'be.My nocmeneHHo omno.11,upoeaHHbie c ucxoiJHoii mo.11,iquHb! 
46,7 µ.w 00 m0./1,UfUlibl 35 µ..M - b, 11,7 µ.M - C u 6,8 µ.M - d. 

SPEVNOVANIE KERAMIKY NA BAZE Si,N4 POUZITfM SiC VISKROV 
sa ukazuje ako jedna z moznosti pripravy vyspelej keramiky s vysokou lomovou huzevnatosfou. 
V praci japonskych autorov K. UENA a S. SODEOKA (Yogyo-Kyokai-Shi, 94 (1986) 981) 
sa uvadza, ze keramika s obsahom 15 hm. % SiC viskrov ma koeficient lomovej huzevnatosti 
Kie = 7,2 MN m-3/ 2, pricom keramika na haze cisteho Si3N4 dosahuje maximalnych hodnot 
Kw = 6,3 MN m-3/ 4 • Mikroskopicke pozorovania naznacuju, ze sirenie trhlin v takejto dvoj
komponentnej keramike je casto zabranovane viskrami .a trhliny su presmerovane do medzi
vrstvy medzi matricou a viskrami. Tento odklon trhlin je mozne prisudit existencii napiiti 
sposobenych rozdielnou tepelnou roztaznosfou matrixu a viskrov. 

P. Sajgalik 

NOVA. TECHNOLOGIA SPEKANIA - PAS (Pressure Assisted Sintering) je eko
nomicky vyhodna technol6gia kompaktacie na hodnoty blizke teoretickej hustote. Jedna sa 
o nizkotlakovu modifikaciu vysokoteplotneho izostatickeho lisovania, vhodnu pre vyrobky 
praskovej metalurgie. Princip spociva vo vyuziti tlaku pri optimalnych casovych a teplotnych 
parametroch (patent USA 4591482). Pouzivany tlak plnu yje v rozmedzi 7-14 MPa. Vyhody 
su charakterizovane podstatne nizsou cenou zariadenia, kratsimi casmi spekania, nizkym roz
ptylom hutnostf vyrobkov, tvarovou presnosfou po spekani, nizkym alebo chybajucim mnoz· 
stvom prisad co vedie k vysokym parametrom vyrobkov pri ich nizsej cene. Podrobnosti mozno 
ziska£ na adrese: Gorham International Inc., P. 0. Box 8, Gorham, ME 04038, USA. (Refrac
tories and Hard l\Ietals, str. 133, september 1986). 

Z. Panek 

ELEKTRONICKY PRUMYSL OBJEVIL NEKTERE MENE ZNA.ME PIE
ZOELEKTRICKE MATERIA.LY. Nikdo neupira prvenstvf kfemennym krystalum jako 
nejrozsffenejsimu piezoelektriku, ale nektere keramicke a polymerni materialy nynf porostou 
v odbytu rychleji. Celkovy trh piezoelektrickych vyrobku v USA se odhaduje na 418 mil. $, 
do r. 1995 se planuje rust o 5 % rocne na hodnotu 644 mi!. $. Nejrychleji poroste vyuziti poly
meru a kopolymeru v cele s polyvinylidenfluoridovymi filmy. Dnesnf trh cinf jen 2 mil. $, behem 
pfistich 10 let vsak poroste o 34 % rocne. Je to spojeno s novymi aplikacemi (infracervene de
tektory, velkorozmerne zobrazovace, senzory v oblasti optovlaknovych elektrickych poli). 
Pomaleji poroste odbyt piezoelektricke keramiky. Dnesni trh 63 mil. $ doRahne do r. 1995 vyse 
148 miL $, ale rust je velmi zavisly na vojenskych investicich ( elektroakusticke generatory signalu, 
senzory elektrosta.tickeho napeti, detektory pro ultrazvukovy pfenos obrazu). Kfemenne krystaly 
si zachovaji rozhodujici vliv na trhu, rocne porostou asi o 3 % na 471 mil. $ v r. 1995. V USA 
je nyni 84 spolecnosti, ktere vyrabeji a dodavaji piezoelektricke krystaly a soucastky, a 22 spo
lecnosti, ktere vyrabeji piezoelektricke keramicke materialy a prvky. Jen 5 americkych firem 
se nyni podili na obchodu s piezoelektrickymi polymery a kopolymery. 

E!etronic Chem. News 2, 1987, c. 4, 7) 
Douskova 
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